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INTRODUCTION 
In Astrology transit of planets i.e. Kochara Planets 
prediction is very important. Than natal 
(Horoscope) planets; without planets movement i.e. 
transit of planets there is no astrology it is in truth.  
Transit planets uses and its importance  
If we want to know a man’s future life happenings, 
then we go to see the planets link in his natal chart 
horoscope. At the same time benefit or salient 
features, good or bad happenings are come to across 
with the help of transit planets or moving of planets 
in the zodiac.  
Transit planets indicate and help to us mother’s 
love, father’s blessings, teachers guidance, god who 
gives and forgives, holy water which cures sin, 
supportive wife, son and friendship in ups and 
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down, food and water which cures hunger and 
thirsty, mind  which surrenders to god etc.  
Dr. Pulipani Sundara Varadachariar said in his 
kochara palangal book, birth star of birth (rasi) 
based on daily benefits are called rasi palan or 
transit benefit i.e. kochara palan.  
In nadi astrology sidha yogi sivadasan Ravi said in 
his book, in nadi planet conjunction with other 
planet vision look means, a planet link with, 1-5, 9-
3, 7, 11-2-12, it have creates benefit in 3, 7,11 and 2 
Bhava’s vision looks are not applicable for Ragu 
and Kethu.   
In Parasarar’s method of horoscope prediction in 
astrology for transit of planets, it is based on moon 
for birth rasi sign. In this moon based method in 
every Bhava in every time of the transit planets 
benefits i.e. better or worse happens when it moves 
sign were already said.  
Transit planets with natal planets conjunction or 
collide with each other in horoscope creates some 
power then the transit planet give some benefits.  
If we predict of a man’s horoscope, for future 
period, first we find out the natal planets benefit 
period, and then transit planets benefits accordingly.  
A Transit planet conjunction with natal planet it 
gives benefits in better ways to a man in his 
horoscope planet i.e. natal planet is in friendly 
manner, if it is in enemy planet then it gives 
sorrowful worse benefits.  
When we saw the prediction in a man’s horoscope, 
at that time good dasa bhuthis are present or 
happens, while on the time of transiting planets, are 
also in good movements the gains happened better 
upto 100% for that man.  
In Dasa bhuthi natal planets are in good ways, but 
the transit planets are in worse condition it made 
obstruction for the good benefits.  
Now a days in daily, weekly, monthly, journals 
published the transit planets prediction i.e. Kochara 
palan are based on the planets movements. It is alos 
called Rasi (Sign) palangal.  
Kochara prediction or transit of planets benefits, 
denotes the moon crossed in a rasi or sign and also 
the movements of the transit planets in a  rasi or 
sign.  

KOCHARAM – DEFINITION OF TRANSIT 
OF PLANETS  
In transit planets themselves do not act 
independently in the zodiac. Their actions are being 
governed under the control of the luminaries Sun 
and Moon. That is the reason fate is being appraised 
by us with reference to moon as dasa bhuthi, 
periods also.   
Moon in transit on a particular day when the moon 
it is posited in a star of a planet play the leadership 
oral on that day and all other planets would act as 
workers under that starlord planets.  
The planets offer their potentials depending upon 
their transitory positions. The planets while passing 
over the stars in transit are called as Kocharam.  
Planets + move = planets movement Kocharam 
means transit of planets in the zodiac without any 
break, and link with natal planets of everyone, gave 
some benefits of good or bad means kochara 
palangal or prediction in transit planets periods.   
In astrology planets present timely movements or 
position are called as transit of planets or 
Kocharam. This type of method were already 
present in the early centuries. It generally based on 
a rasi or sign and the prediction said for the present 
planets crossed on the rasi or sign.  
 
TRANSIT OF PLANETS  
The planets are the prefectual wanders and they 
keep on moving constantly. In the birth chart, they 
are fixed at the movement of time of the native’s 
birth.  
The planets on the movement are called the 
transiting planets. During these transits (called 
kocharam in Indian astrology) the planets by virtue 
of their newly assumed positions give out new 
effects on the forecasts. 
Transiting of a planet means, movement, of that 
planet from one sign (Rasi) to the other, and from 
one constellation (Nakshtra) to another when it 
enters or makes a connection with any zodiac sign 
or the nakhtra, it shows some effects which can be 
either good or bad. If the influence is good it brings 
good or positive changes or events in life but 
negative influence gives undesired results.  
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Moerover they combine or aspect the planets in the 
birth chart. And thirdly they form angles with the 
other planets all these are signification in 
astrological predictions.  
All the planets transit around the ecliptic, which is 
the belt around the earth with varying speed and 
periodically.  
 
NATAL PREDICTION DASA PREDICTION, 
TRANSIT PREDICTION  
In astrology the term transit refers to the ongoing 
movement of the planets, in contrast to their 
constant positions at the birth or when some notable 
event occurred. 
Once the periods of events are determined for their 
actions, then they are to be checked with 
corresponding transit positions in between the dasa, 
bhuthi anthara periods.  
Dasa Bhuthi and anthara lords while transiting it 
happens to be tranversed in starlord of the cuspal 
sub-lord of 8, 12 bhavas to the questionable event 
bhava fail to materialize during that interval period.  
The transit effects decide about that changes are 
happening at the present and also help to determine 
the course of one’s future.  
The natal predication, the dasa prediction and the 
transit predication are complimentary to each other. 
All these three effects are studied using the 
planetary influences only, but they differ among 
themselves.  
The natal chart tells about the whole life of the 
native and what are the things that are in store for 
him. The dasa predictions notify when the effects 
are going to happen. In transit the effects are 
confirmed.  
For transit predictions the study of the planets is 
enough, but the dasa predictions, operate with 
respect to the bhava for accuracy.  
The Transit effects are temporary while the dasa 
effects are long lasting.  
The birth chart denotes ones desires and objectives, 
they get manifest during the transit, whether they 
fructify, or not is the dasa influence.  
 

COMPARISON OF HUMAN LIFE WITH 
TRANSIT PLANETS  
The influence of the planets during their transit 
period make changes in the native’s life.  
We can compare the life of a man as a journey from 
birth to death and the natal chart shows the journey 
one who has to undertake.  
The dasa and the Bhukhti periods determine the 
nature of the journey, the comforts of the vehicle, 
the condition of the road, and co passengers in that 
journey, time.   
The kochara (Transit) determine the refreshments 
rest, directions, deviation, guidance, cooperation 
and confusions that one experience on the way.  
The transit effects determine the changes that wait 
for the native in the curves of the road.   
The transit effects of the planets computed with 
reference to the degree wise placements at the natal 
planets, will give the results more clearly and more 
specifically and more accurately.  
 
ASTROLOGICAL RESEARCH ABOUT 
TRANSIT PLANETS  
The astrological savants use many systems in the art 
of prediction in astrology like natal charts, varga 
chakras, horary methods, dasa bhuthi effects Asta 
vargam, KP Method etc.   
The techniques based on the transit of planets is one 
such prediction tool invariably, every astrologer 
used this. The planets during their perpectual 
motions cast their influence and after the course of 
the life of the native for the better or for the worst.  
The detailed study of the transits will help the 
genuine or savant astrology to decide what is going 
to happen next and when.  
 
ANALYSIS OF TRANSIT PLANETS 
EFFECTS  
The newer place of occupation of the transit planet 
is treated as lagna.  
The effect of the combination or the aspect of the 
transit planet with the planets in the natal chart.  
The effect of the combination or the aspect of the 
transit planet with other transit planets.  
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A transit planet by virtue of its suzerainty 
(ownership). A transit planet by being the dasa or 
bhukthi or anthara lord.  
A Transit planet by being the depositor to another 
planet if any. A transit planet according to the 
Jeeva, Sareera concept. A transit planet by being the 
sub star lord.      
 
TRANSIT PLANET EFFECTS IN RASIS 
(SIGNS)  
When the transit planet go into a new Rasi, and if 
there is no planets, in that Rasi, the effect of the 
transit will not be worth mentioning. At the same 
time and if its friendly planet, is already present 
there, the effect of the transition will be beneficial 
to the native.  
When the transit planet, go through the new Rasi, 
and if it is inimical planet is already present there, 
the impact of the transition will be troublesome to 
the native, in native.   
When there are more than one planets, present in 
the rasi, the transit planet will give the effects to the 
all these planets.  
The planet which is conjoined with its inimical 
planets in the natal chart, when it joins with its 
friendly planet during its transits the transit effect 
will be less inimical and more friendly.  
 
TRANSIT PLANETS EFFECTS FROM SUN 
TO KETHU 
Transit effect of the sun with other planets  
Introduction  
When the friendly / benefic planets transit over the 
natal sun the results are beneficial and inimical / 
malefic planets cause evil or they tend to reduce the 
benefic effects. If there is any planet conjoined with 
the natal sun, the effect of the transit sun will be 
altered by the planet.  
Transit sun over the natal sun  
This transit will strengthen the body and the Bhava 
effects of the natal sun will fructify when the natal 
sun is in exaltation and the transit sun is in 
debilitation the effects will be modified.  
 
 

Transit sun over the notal moon  
If the moon is not afflicted then the mother will get 
power and prominence. If the moon is weak, it will 
give skin diseases and agitation to the mother or to 
the native.  
Transit sun over the mars  
If the native has applied for loan by pledging the 
house, he will get it. His brothers will get name, 
fame and honour, he get machines gains.  
Transit sun over the natal bhutha (mercury)  
This is the good time for the educational institutions 
and for the students. The staff are denoted, by the 
mercury, and the sun denotes their higher ups.  
Transit sun over the natal guru (jupiter)  
Guru is the planet of spiritualism and the sun the 
soul and both are friendly planets and hence this 
transit will cleanse the mind of the native led him 
towards self realization.  
Transit sun over the natal sukkra (venus)  
This is the transit of the hot planet which 
symbolizes the money and so the money melts. This 
transit induces romantic thoughts. The eyes or the 
body parts may get affected for some.  
Transit sun over the natal saturn  
This is the bright light over the dark shadow region. 
The saturn is the karma and sun is the soul. The 
father’s health or the health of the elderly person in 
the family may be affected. When this transit is in 
the seventh bhava ones married life will get 
affected. If the natal Saturn join with Jupiter or 
venus, the effects of sun not much.  
Transit sun over the natal saturn  
The meeting of two fitter planets will certainly 
affects the natives and the benefit of the sun. The 
brief is the karaka of Rahu. This transit resembles 
an eclipse where the luminary is shadowed.  
Transit sun over the natal kethu  
This is the transit of two inimical planets and the 
kethu causes the eclipse of the luminary. So natives 
are prove to be punished by the government.  
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TRANSIT EFFECT OF THE MOON WITH 
OTHER PLANETS  
Introduction  
When the moon gets afflicted by it’s conjunction 
with either the inimical or malefic planets it is 
spoils one’s mind and there by his life, moon 
transits any planet, the karaka person represented by 
that planet it undertake travels.  
When the moon transit over the natal sun the 
question are related to either one’s father or father 
in law, about his profession, honour like politics etc.  
When the moon transit over the moon, the queries 
will be about the native himself or his mother or 
mother in law. For the female natives it creates 
uterus problems. If the moon transits over the mars 
it effects like brothers, houses, lands vehicles 
husband treatments etc.  
When the moon transit over the mercury, it is a 
conjunction of the mind and the knowledge.  
The transit of the moon over the Jupiter it will not 
spoil the character or honour of the native. Transit 
moon over venus is afflicted then they indulge in 
greedy activities and drain their financial sources.  
Transit moon on the natal sani will give depression 
of the mind. The intimate relationship with persons 
older than one’s age will spoil the health for some 
natives. 
The moon transit over Rahu the poisonous creature 
and the native will be affected both mentally and 
physically transit moon over the kethu is the periods 
of legal battles, legal threats, separation, isolation, 
depression of the mind, body trouble stoppage of 
income etc.  
 
TRANSIT EFFECT OF MARS WITH OTHER 
PLANETS  
The kuja (mars) dasha is a lively subject martial 
matters in transit if the mars is combined with 
mercury, Saturn Rahu or ketu, it will bring more 
evil effects when it is alone.  
Transit mars on the sun is the combination of two 
hot planets. The native is prone for anger 
restlessness and behaves very adamant. Transit 
mars on moon gets debilitation in the sign of the 

mars and the mars in the sign of moon. The native 
prone to anger.  
Transit mars over the natal mars it is well placed 
better profession if it is defective the profession to 
loss. This kocharam can give accident or to buy 
more than are place of land.  
Transit mars over the natal mercury, this is the good 
time to construct a house. In this kochara the young 
girls abducted or they abscond. Transit over the 
Jupiter, these two mutual friends and so no great 
damage seen. In this time good expenses of the 
mars, like investments in house, land, property etc.  
Transit mars over the natal venus, the properties 
will fetch a good price, it sold at this time. If the 
Jupiter’s joined with the natal mars, or the venus the 
benefic effects will be doubled.  
Transit mars over the natal Saturn in this period old 
machineries can be placed with newones. The good 
or bad results depend on the dasa bhuthis bhava and 
the rasi related to the two planets involved.  
Transit mars over the natal Rahu the two planets 
meet and so there could lesser good effects and 
more of evil and unhappy results. During the 
Transit the reasons can be assigned for the wounds 
mishaps caused. 
Transit mars over the ketu disputes over the lands 
look for legal invention at this time. The problems 
cannot be kept away if ketu transit over the natal 
mars.  
 
TRANSITS EFFECT OF MERCURY WITH 
OTHER PLANETS  
Mercury transit in a rasi about a month, it is noted 
for ability, speech, vacant land, maths, lovers, 
young age etc. the mercury give benefic in alone. If 
it is join with inimical planets of mars, raku, moon, 
it behaves as a malefic planet.  
Transit Mercury over the natal sun, the chances of 
youth missing from the houses are seen in the 
transit period. The natives father get the help from 
his friends.  
Transit mercury over the moon time those natives 
have depression may get worked if Guru aspect go 
not bad.  
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Transit mercury with natal mars is not good for 
young girls. Those have in vacillate mind will spend 
price for young.  
Transit mercury over the natal mercury this is the 
time for the native gain knowledge and skills, 
friends.  
Transit of mercury over the natal guru connected 
with knowledges time for learning. Transit mercury 
over the natal venus, two planets are auspicious, 
friendly tender in dasa periods long term impacts.  
Transit mercury over the natal Saturn period, there 
would be more of business good profits in lands and 
plots.  
Transit mercury over the natal Rahu, people show 
interest in the alchemy, magic spells, business etc. 
Transit mercury over the natal ketu looks as 
everything is done according to the rules 
 
TRANSIT EFFECT OF JUPITER WITH 
OTHER PLANETS      
The Transit effects of the Jupiter on all the planets 
can be felt for a longer time as the transit lasts for a 
whole year. The special feature of the guru is 
auspicious and beneficial than its placements in a 
rasi.  
Transit Jupiter over the natal sun the father will get 
name and fame. There is a reunion between father 
and son.  
The Transit effects of the guru on the natal moon 
are widely published and eagerly awaited. During 
this time the mind turns spiritualistic.  
Transit guru over the natal mars, perfect plans will 
give expected results, rather more than that. The 
person with blood pressure cholesterol level affects.  
Transit guru over the natal mercury the native get 
new and good acquaintances, profit in vacant lands, 
bank loan sanction. The typists, astrologers, editors, 
writers will get admired.  
The Transit Jupiter over the natal Jupiter those rasis 
get boosted up and those kaarakams will flourish. 
The native get the favourable results and charges in 
his behavior.  
The effect of transit on the natal venus the native 
may like to add luxuries and pleasures in his life 

like residence vehicles ornaments dress even love 
he gets it.  
Transit guru over the natal Saturn, this dharma 
karma union is always beneficial to the native the 
Saturn for ones lively good, guru is the one to 
develop it.  
Transit guru over the natal rahu financial conditions 
worsed, children get affected willful approach to the 
evil.  
Transit guru over the natal kethu in the natal chart 
this Transit will be barren. The soul of the native 
gets purified and strengthened, native will help for 
legals and court pending cases.  
 
TRANSIT EFFECT OF THE VEUNS WITH 
OTHER PLANETS  
Introduction  
Venus or the sukra is the indicator for the females, 
venus denotes the money attraction, adornment, 
beauty, luxury, ostentation and splendor are main 
features venus, combust or restrograde with Rahu or 
Kethu deprive the native’s yogic, benefits it attained 
through his life.  
Transit Sukra, over the natal sun, natives financial 
status will get augmented by increase in business, 
profits or settlement of loans and old dues.  
 
Transit Venus over the natal moon, the native is 
haunted by unnecessary deserving and desires and 
needs.  
Transit Sukra over the natal mars, the estranged 
sisters will reunite, and those pledge their house get 
it materialized.   
Transit venus over the mercury, men or women will 
be predominant, lowers get intimacy, for the sexes 
get worsen.  
Jupiter, Guru with millionaire with Sukra. The 
effects are by and large beneficial only.  
The Union of the natal and the transit venus gives 
the native financial improvement, brings pleasures 
and prospective.  
Transit Venus over the natal Saturn, hard work 
bring gains, problems from unknown ladies, lavish 
spending.  
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Transit Venus on the natal Rahu, it induce the 
native to give or accept briefs, the loan debtor create 
quarrel file cases etc.  
Transit venus on the natal kethu, native face legal 
hurdles, isolation, hopelessness and separation, 
divorce problem etc.  
 
TRANSIT EFFECT OF SATURN WITH 
OTHER PLANETS  
Introduction  
This Transit is one of the major events and much 
awaited one. People look upon eagerly, dreadful by 
also.  
Transit Saturnover the natal sun it is the darkness 
spreading over the sun and over shadowing it. The 
servants will give trouble to their masters 
employees and supervising.  
Case study  
In this Natal chart the sun and the mars conjoined in 
the leo sign with hardly degree of difference in their 
placement. During this transit time native and his 
father in law, travelled  in a like and met with an 
accident. The native escaped with minor injuries but 
his father in law got seriously affected.  
 
TRANSIT SATURN ON THE NATAL MOON  
In the seven and half year period of Saturn, the 
transit effect can be seen with reference to various 
houses. The events live marriage, purchase of lands, 
house may get cancelled.  
Transit Saturn on the natal mars in this time many 
natives to loss  a body part due to accident or 
surgery. Some get house land etc.  
Transit Saturn on the Natal mercury , some get real 
estate land, benefits loss of memory, slow down 
seen among the students.  
Transit Saturn over the natal Jupiter, the native get 
job in this dasa bhuthi determine the extent intensity 
of the advantageous period. It elevates the native, 
next level life.  
Transit Saturn over the natal venus native get 
financial enhancement build up assets and comforts 
in his life.  

Transit saturn over the natal Saturn, effects are 
augmented, financial problems the native of lee 
from his house.   
Transit Saturn over the natal rahu it pushes the 
native towards forbidden activities and obstacles to 
his professional life, to avoid large investments and 
to look present work only.  
Transit Saturn on the natal ketu it will not allow the 
native to use his knowledge or skill and work hard 
for earn money.  
 
TRANSIT EFFECT OF RAHU WITH OTHER 
PLANETS  
Introduction  
This Transit will change the thinking and 
behavioural process, of the native. He is inclined to 
negative habbits and influenced unlawful ways and 
means.  
Transit Rahu over the natal sun is like an eclipse 
happens, the native dishonest ways, loose his 
honour.  
Rahu Transit in Natal Moon affect the native mind 
and body Rahu Transit in Natal Mars bring down, 
the blood count and also decrease the calcium levels 
in the body  
Transit Rahu over the natal mercury there are skin 
rashes and allergic reactions occur, lovers affected.   
Transit Rahu over the Natal Guru the children or the 
native will met with accidents or health crisis, loans 
affects the native.  
Transit Rahu over venus, there will be sudden spurt 
in the financial status of the native, it brings bad 
friends.  
Transit Rahu over the natal Saturn it tries to cut it 
little by little by pushing him  on path of the greed.  
Transit Rahu over the natal rahu shake the very 
fundamental of the native and throw him out of 
place.  
 
TRANSIT EFFECT OF KETHU WITH 
OTHER PLANETS  
Introduction  
The kethu does some benefits during its dasa or 
Bhuthi, but during the kochara it works as a 
malefic. Whenever any planets Transit over the 
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kethu or it Transits, kethu purifies it and invoke the 
Enlightenment. 
When the kethu transit over the natal sun the native 
is influenced by power and authority. The transit 
over the natal moon gives the native some surgery 
cataract operation, or cardiac intervention or uro – 
genital procedures.  
When the ketu transit over the natal mars, the native 
gest affected by the property issues.  
When the kethu transit over the natal mercury and 
enter in to love those already entangled get into 
problem and separate. When the kethu transit over 
the natal Jupiter he is absorbed in to network of 
devotion and spiritualism. 
When the kethu transits over the natal venus the 
native lands himself in to deep waters, when the 
kethu transit over the natal saturn the clutch of 
detachment and renunciation is stretched to capture 
him.         
Transit kethu or Rahu over the natal Rahu or 
Kethu  
The transit of one node over the another can be 
described as the most horrifying period the native 
undergoing a tough time. This is such a hard biting 
time, which would make many to abscond or 
disappear even without a trace. If the dasa and 
bhuthi periods also happen to be harsh. Then we not 
imagine his plight.  
In above planets moon denotes daily planet. At the 
time of transit period (Kocharam) in which natal 
planet moon travels its characters will affects the 
mind of which person, the moons transit happened.  
In above planets sun, mars, mercury, venus are 
monthly planets. If they link or join with natal 
planets they also give benefits by it is in short time 
like a month. In their transit time if they conjoin 
with friendly planets they give benefic to the native. 
But if they conjoin with inimical planets it give 
worse benefits.  
Jupiter, Saturn, Ragu Kethu are yearly planets. 
These planets give benefits to the native in yearly 
periods.  
 
 

TRANSIT PLANETS EFFECTS ON DASA 
BHUTHI PERIOD  
If the effects of the transit are malevolent and if the 
prevailing dasa or bhuthi is favourable the native 
can tolerate the hardship. But if the dasa or bhukthi 
is adverse, the natives sufferings go limitless.  
When a planet is placed on a certain degree in a 
Rasi in the natal chart and if there are any other 
planet or planets placed on the same degree in some 
others Rasi in that natal chart itself. They also 
extent their influence either during the transit or 
during the dasa, Bhuthi periods.  
The results of the transit effects are more 
pronounced if the dasa or the bhuthi or the andhara 
of both the natal as well as the transit planets are in 
the vogue at that instant of time.  
If the dasa or the bhuthi or the Andhra of any planet 
which is situated in the houses or in the stars of 
either the transit planet or the natal planet connected 
to it or both the transit effects will be felt.  
The transit planets provide a change of mind for the 
native. The dasa bhuthi and planets bestow the 
events 
 
TRANSIT PERIOD BENEFIT IN THE 
PALADEEPIGAI BOOK OF 
MANDRESWARAR 
Daily prediction 
Is moon based with other planets star transits and 
karakathuvams from brith star cancelation to moons 
naksthra 2, 4, 6, 8, 9 natsthra benefic.  
Weekly prediction  
It based on transit with moon and other planets. So 
it is approximate one in weekly prediction which 
sign or bhava is strengthened to get benefic, and 
which Bhava are in weak get worse benefits.  
Monthly prediction  
It is mainly based on sun. Only problems seen 
Bhava will be said and also 12 Bhavas and 
karakar’s position also to be said. It is accurate 
because conjoin with the sun’s transit with other 
planets. In every month clearly watch the planets 
movement and note the planets disturb i.e. vethai 
position and predict with clear and short in nature.  
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In western countries transit prediction are based on 
sun i.e. solar system it is immovable sayana 
method. In our country also based by sun and tamil 
month basis prediction called as moving zodiac i.e. 
nirayana method.  
Yearly prediction 
In this long transit planets like Jupiter, Saturn, Rahu 
and Kethu their transit prediction based on their 
position in a sign and a particular sign’s native the 
rasis karakathuvam, all are include for prediction.  
Also based on transit planets vision strength planet 
disturb (vethai) and consultation movement strength 
are liked for prediction it is divided by monthly 
wise planets conjunction position strength 
athipathiyam karakam are, also to be calculated for 
prediction.     
Transit by Jupiter its general benefices (1 year)  
Jupiter give bad benefits when it travel on Rahu and 
Kethu (-25%) but it give good benefits (+25%) 
while on travelling the other planets except, moon, 
Guru, give benefit in Rasi 2, 5, 7, 9, 11 in its 
kocharam period and give worse benefit in the Rasi 
of 1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 likewise.  
Transit prediction of Rahu Kethus General 
Benefit  
Rahu and Kethu gives bad (-25%) benefit when it 
cross any planets. So it does not travel on a natal 
planet. It travels only, in the empty bhava (sign) is 
better.  

When compare with the transit of Rahu and Kethu 
prediction it looks like the same. Rahu shows the 
troubles, kethu shows obstructions and divisions. 
Sometime kethu begin the troubles rahu finish that 
troubles.    
TRANSIT PERIOD PREDICTION OF 
SATURN  
Saturn denotes native’s fate 2 ½ years transit period 
it conjoin with enemy planets like sun moon mars it 
affects the child birth but develop the economic 
conditions. Transit Saturn 8th sign 7 ½ years sani, 
4th Bhava gives more troubles to the native, In I 
bhava Saturn give some benefits also.  
Transit Saturn give bad benefits while on travelling 
at Rahu and kethu. Saturn’s 3, 7, 10, visions in sign 
affects the native and also his sign. Saturn transit 
period give more and more, bad benefits and gives 
some little good benefits. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Planets period of time for cross, a Rasi (sign) and Daily motion 
S.No Planet Daily Motion Period of  a Sign 

1 Moon 13.11.00 2 ¼ Days 
2 Mercury 1.23.00 1 Month 
3 Venus 1.12.00 1 Month 
4 Sun 0.59.08 1 Month 
5 Mars 0.33.28 45 Days 
6 Jupiter 0.04.59 1 year 
7 Rahu and Kethu 0.03.00 1 ½ Years 
8 Saturn 0.02.00 2 ½ Years 
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In transit (kochara) moon is the main planet 
S.No Planet Benefic Sign (Bhava) Loss given Bhava (Sign) 

1 Moon 2, 3, 6, 11 1, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 12 
2 Mercury 1, 3, 6, 7, 10, 11 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 12 
3 Venus 3, 6, 11, 5, 6, 7, 9 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 10, 12 
4 Sun 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 12 
5 Mars 2, 5, 7, 9, 11 1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 
6 Jupiter 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 8 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12 
7 Rahus Kethu 3, 6, 9, 11 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 12 
8 Saturn 3, 6, 11 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 12 

 

 
Case study 

 
CONCLUSION 
Transit planet prediction is not easily, but more 
accurate. The parasarars principles of traditional 
astrology are applied. As the planets travel regularly 
it affects in native’s life, so good or worse benefits 
are happened.     
Nowadays Transit predictions are published in 
Journals like daily weekly. Monthly, and also yearly 
Kochara palans it is mostly welcomed by the people 
and followed by million of peoples.  
Natal chart planets benefits are created and 
developed by Transit planets. 
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